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TEST PENTRU ADMITEREA IN CLASA A V-A ENGLEZA INTENSIV 2019 

 

SUBIECT PROBA ORALĂ 

 

 

ETAPA 1  

(LECTURAREA CU VOCE TARE A UNUI TEXT ÎN LIMBA ENGLEZĂ ȘI FORMULAREA 

DE RĂSPUNSURI LA ÎNTREBĂRI PE BAZA ACELUIAȘI TEXT) 

 

I. Read the text:  

Hi Kerry!  

Hope you’re fine! Life here in England is very different, but I like it! I wake up later now- 

at eight o’clock. Great!  

After school, I always go to the local Sports Centre. There’s always something to do, like 

hockey or volleyball. Of course, everything’s inside! And guess what! I play badminton, 

too- don’t laugh! I don’t do much in the evening- I like watching TV. The programmes 

here are really cool!  

At the weekend I meet my new friends and we usually go to the cinema or for a pizza.  

Anyway, I like my new life here but I miss all of you!  

Write soon.  

Love,  

Robbie  

 

SURSA: Set sail 4, Pupil’s Book, pag. 46 

 

II. Answer the questions:  

1. Where is Robbie?  

........................................................................................................................................ 

2. What sports does he do?  

........................................................................................................................................ 

3. What does he do at the weekend? 

......................................................................................................................................... 

 

ETAPA 2 (DIALOG INTERACTIV ELEV-ELEV) 

You and your partner will speak to each other about football lessons.  

 CANDIDATE A, you have a card will all information you need about an elephant 

ride. Your partner (CANDIDATE B) doesn’t know anything about the elephant 

ride, so he/she will ask you questions about it.  

 CANDIDATE B, here is you card with words you need to ask questions. Then 

you will change roles. 
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CANDIDATE A 

 

 

CANDIDATE B 

 

SURSA: Key English Test EXTRA with answers, Cambridge University Press, 2008 
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ANSWERS 

ETAPA 1  

II. Answer the questions:  

1. Where is Robbie?  

He is in England. 

2. What sports does he do?  

He plays badminton.  

3. What does he do at the weekend? 

At the weekend he meets his new friends (and they usually go to the cinema or for a 

pizza).  

 

ETAPA 2 (DIALOG INTERACTIV ELEV-ELEV) 

 

CANDIDATE B: What’s the name of the elephant? 

CANDIDATE A: The name of the elephant is Katie. 

CANDIDATE B: When can I ride (it / the elephant)? 

CANDIDATE A: You can ride it next Saturday. 

CANDIDATE B: How much it is? / How much does it cost? 

CANDIDATE A: It costs £2. / It’s £2. 

CANDIDATE B: Is the elephant / it in a zoo? 

CANDIDATE A: The elephant is / It’s in the City Park.  

CANDIDATE B: Is it dangerous? 

CANDIDATE A: It’s safe for young children. 
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